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ABSTRACT
This report describes the participation of the RMIT IR group at
the NTCIR-17 FairWeb-1 task. We submitted five runs with the
aim of exploring the role of explicit search result diversification
(SRD) and ranking fusion to generate fair rankings considering
multiple fairness attributes. We also explored the use of a linear
combination-based technique (LC) to take into consideration the
relevance while re-ranking. In this report, we compared results
from all our submitted runs against each other and the retrieval
baselines along each topic type separately (i.e., Researcher, Movie,
YouTube). Overall, our results show that neither the SRD-based
runs nor the linear combination-based runs show any statistically
significant improvement over the retrieval baselines. The source
code of the framework for generating group memberships is made
available at https://github.com/rmit-ir/fairweb-1.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information access systems such as search engines have been effec-
tive in assisting users with information needs in decision-making
processes. Given the impact of such systems in daily life, search
engines not only must provide relevant information to the user,
but also fair exposure to diverse information [8]. For instance, the
general chairs of an information retrieval conference aiming to
curate a diverse organizing committee should obtain search results
for the query “information retrieval researchers” that are diverse in
a number of dimensions associated with protected attributes (e.g.,
gender and geographical location).

Recent efforts in organizing evaluation campaigns such as the
TREC 2022 Fair Ranking Track and the NTCIR-17 FairWeb-1 Task1
address the problem of fairness-aware information retrieval. While
the TREC 2022 Fair Ranking Track focuses on multi-attribute fair-
ness (i.e., achieving a balance of relevance and fairness across mul-
tiple attributes), the NTCIR-17 FairWeb-1 Task goes a step further
1Hereafter, we use ‘track’ and ‘task’ interchangeably.

and considers the characteristics of each attribute. The differences
between the evaluation metrics used at the TREC 2022 Fair Ranking
Track and this track have been discussed by Sakai et al. [16]. For
instance, some attributes may not just be categorical but also ordi-
nal, as in the case of a researcher’s ℎ-index when a user searches
for a specific researcher’s profile [18].

This paper describes the participation of the RMIT IR Group at
the NCTIR-17 FairWeb-1 Task. Our runs aim to explore the role
of Search Result Diversification (SRD) and ranking fusion in the
context of multi-attribute group fairness. In information retrieval,
fairness and diversity have been studied side-by-side over the re-
cent years [9, 13, 16]. SRD can be seen as a mechanism to strike a
balance between diversity and relevance in a ranked list [12], so
following some of our previous work, we wanted to explore how
SRD techniques achieved the balance between group fairness and
relevance along nominal and ordinal fairness attributes. For this
task, we use a proportionality-based explicit SRD technique namely
PM-2. We also explored a linear combination-based technique (LC)
inspired by an implicit SRD method called Maximal Marginal Rele-
vance (MMR) [3]. Furthermore, this task includes multiple fairness
attributes for two of the topic types – i.e., Researcher-related Topic
(gender and h-index) and Movie-related Topic (origin and rating).
For each of these topic types, we first re-rank using SRD and then
perform ranking fusion using Reciprocal Ranking Fusion (RRF) [5]
to combine the diversified rankings into one final fairness-aware
ranking.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 discusses
the method we used to create a membership file for each fairness
attribute. Next, in Section 2.2, we provide detailed information on
the SRD techniques, the rationale behind using them for this task,
the retrieval runs used for re-ranking, and the ranking fusion used.
In total, we submitted five systems of varying parameters and in
Section 3 we discuss the results of these submitted runs and draw
conclusions.

2 PROPOSED APPROACH
Before creating our runs for NTCIR FairWeb-1, we had to generate
the membership files for each fairness group that belonged to one
of the three topic types: Researcher-related (R), Movie-related (R),
and YouTube-related (R). This file contained the association of a
document in the ranking to the different fairness aspects of a group.
For further details about the fairness attributes, please refer to the
task overview paper [18].
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2.1 Membership Generation
We used BeautifulSoup42 to clean the document HTML files. We
have made available a custom-written framework to perform entity
extraction and generate the membership files for this task.

2.1.1 Researcher-related Topic (R). The Researcher-related topic
type included two fairness attributes, gender (nominal) and the
ℎ-index (ordinal). Given the nature of the topic and the attributes,
we first extracted entities from the documents that referred to a
‘PERSON’. To do this, we used SpaCy3 to extract entity text that
belonged to the entity label ‘PERSON’. The downstream task used
these entity texts to extract gender and ℎ-index (see Figure 1).

Read HTML
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Figure 1: Membership Generation Process for R-Topic.

Gender. The gender attribute involves the following three groups:
he, she, and other. To identify the gender representations in each
document, we used the Python package gender_guesser4, which
predicts the gender using the first name. It may be worth noting
that using gender_guesser may have its own ethical implications.

ℎ-index. Theℎ-index attribute involves the following five groups:
𝑥 < 10, 10 ≤ 𝑥 < 30, 30 ≤ 𝑥 < 50, 50 ≤ 𝑥 . If no results were found,
we assigned 𝑥 = 0. To extract the ℎ-index, we used the Python pack-
age scholarly5 that facilitates retrieval of author and publication
information from Google Scholar. We used the first search result
and the associated ℎ-index for simplicity.

2.1.2 Movie-related Topic (M).

Origin. The origin attribute involves the following eight groups:
Africa, America, Antarctica, Asia, the Caribbean, Europe, theMiddle
East, and Oceania. We use regular expressions to search for the
following pattern:

r "\ n\n (?: Country|Countries of origin ):\ s ∗(.∗?)\ n\n".
We use pycountry6 to normalize country names and extract ISO
3166-1 alpha-2 codes, and pycountry-convert7 to convert the
codes to continent codes and names. In this process we needed
to manually correct some country names written differently than
in the package, e.g., USA has converted to US and UK, England,
2https://pypi.org/project/beautifulsoup4/
3https://pypi.org/project/spacy/
4https://pypi.org/project/gender-guesser/
5https://pypi.org/project/scholarly/
6https://pypi.org/project/pycountry/
7https://pypi.org/project/pycountry-convert/

United Kingdom has converted to GB (the alpha-2 codes for the
United Kingdom). Besides, we have combined the continents North
America and South America into America.

Rating. The rating attribute involves the following four groups:
𝑥 < 100, 100 ≤ 𝑥 < 10𝑘 , 10𝑘 ≤ 𝑥 < 1𝑚, 1𝑚 ≤ 𝑥 . We first parse the
HTML file using Python package BeautifulSoup4,8 then find the
object has either an itemprop attribute with the value ‘ratingCount’
or a class attribute with the value ‘wpd-rating-value’.

For the former case, because the corresponding HTML elements
are different for sites, we extract the number from content if it is
a <meta> element or from text if it is a <span> element. For the
latter, we find another inner object with a class attribute with the
value ‘wpdrc’. It is important to note that the resulting text must be
formatted only to include integers such as 1000 instead of ‘1,000’.

2.1.3 YouTube-related Topic (Y).

Subscriber. The subscriber attribute involves the following four
groups: 𝑥 < 100, 100 ≤ 𝑥 < 10𝑘 , 10𝑘 ≤ 𝑥 < 1𝑚, 1𝑚 ≤ 𝑥 . We first
parse the HTML file using the BeautifulSoup4, similarly as in the
previous topics. We identified three conditions to find the number
of subscribers: followers, comments, and ratings.

(1) Followers: Search if it contains a class_name attribute with
any of the following values,
• ‘essb−fc−network−total_followers’
• ‘follower_count’
• ‘ followers−num’
• ‘ jetpack−subscribe−count’
• ‘ js−question−follower−count’
• ‘ subscribe−counter’
• ‘mh−comment−count−link’
Then we look for ‘follower|subscrib|other’ in the found ob-
ject text and extract the associated value (more details are
available in the code).

(2) Comments: Find the total number of comments as a refer-
ence for the subscribers. To find the value, we search within
the contents of a script element and assess the values with
predefined keys ['@graph '][3][' commentCount'].

(3) Ratings: The number of ratings. Instead of parsing and
searching the HTML elements, we simply use a regular
expression pattern r '" ratingCount ":"(\ d +)",') within the
text string.

We believe that the sparsity of the memberships may affect
our downstream ranking stage. So, we also report the measure of
sparsity [2] in our generated membership file using the following
metric 𝑆 =

𝑁0
𝑁
, where 𝑆 is the sparsity measure, 𝑁0 is the number of

zero in the file and 𝑁 is the total number of elements. Table 1 shows
that the most populated membership was for the R-GENDER and
the least populated was M-ORIGIN. We believe that evaluating the
sparsity or membership associations between the submitted runs
and those used to evaluate the runs may help us level the playing
field and compare the different systems submitted to this task at a
much granular level.

8https://pypi.org/project/beautifulsoup4/
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Table 1: Sparsity of membership files for each attribute.
Higher values of 𝑆 indicate a more sparse membership file
with a larger proportion of zeroes or missing values.

Attribute Sparsity (S)
R-GENDER 41.8009
R-HINDEX 55.6857
M-ORIGIN 87.2221
M-RATINGS 75.0000
Y-SUBSCS 75.0000

2.2 Re-Ranking
For the retrieval stage, we used the BM25 (description) and BM25
(query) based runs provided by the organizers of NTCIR Fairweb-
1. Since some of the topic types involved multiple attributes, we
followed Pathiyan Cherumnal et al. [15] and fused the diversified
ranking using Reciprocal Ranked Fusion (RRF) [5] from polyfuse.9

2.2.1 Search Results Diversification. We wanted to understand to
what extent explicit search results diversificationmethods can diver-
sify a ranking given a fairness attribute. Given a fairness attribute,
values for that particular attribute are treated as aspects or sub-
topics, aligned with popular literature on SRD [6, 7, 10, 19]. For
instance, in this task, we treat gender as an attribute with he, she,
and other as the aspects of the attribute. We were interested in
achieving statistical parity through our re-ranking, so we decided
to investigate the proportionality-based SRD technique, i.e., PM-2
proposed by Dang and Croft [7]. PM-2 iteratively picks the best
aspect that maintains overall proportionality and then selects the
best document for each position in the diversified list [7]. Using
PM-2, we then performed diversification of the candidate list along
each of the attributes. Then we fused them using RRF for each of
the topic types Researcher, Movie, and YouTube (as shown by the
Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively).

𝑃𝑅 = RRF (PM-2(𝑟,GENDER), PM-2(𝑟,HINDEX)) (1)

𝑃𝑀 = RRF (PM-2(𝑟,ORIGIN), PM-2(𝑟, RATINGS)) (2)

𝑃𝑌 = PM-2(𝑟, SUBSCS) (3)

2.2.2 Linear Combination. For the second technique we used, we
took inspiration from an implicit SRD technique called Maximal
Marginal Relevance (MMR) [3] similar to yet different from the
adaptations proposed by McDonald et al. [11], Pathiyan Cheru-
manal et al. [14]. MMR aimed to maximise a ranked list’s novelty,
diversity, and relevance. However, we adapted MMR to maximise
the fairness and relevance of a ranked list.

In this re-ranking method, we use a linear combination (LC)
approach, which tries to maximise the fairness and relevance of
a ranked list. Similar to MMR, we use a parameter _ that takes a
value in the range of [0,1].

LC = ((1 − _) ∗ 𝑅) + (_ ∗ 𝐹 ) (4)
9https://github.com/rmit-ir/polyfuse

Where R is the normalised relevance score for a document from
the retrieved ranked list. _ is the parameter that helps us set pre-
ferred weights. This means the LC technique would give minimal
weight to fairness when _ = 0 and maximised fairness when _ = 1.
The 𝐹 in Eq. 4 refers to the distance we measure between the mem-
bership distribution (𝑚𝑑 ) and the target distribution (𝑇𝑑 ). In Eq. 5,
RNOD refers to the Root Normalised Order-aware Divergence, and
NMD refers to the Normalised Match Distance.

𝐹 =

{
1 −mean(RNOD,NMD) if A is ordinal
JSD otherwise

(5)

When the attribute,𝐴 is ordinal, 𝐹 would be computed as the
mean of RNOD(𝑚𝑑 , 𝑇𝑑 ) and NMD(𝑚𝑑 , 𝑇𝑑 ). When 𝐴 is nominal,
𝐹 would be computed as the Jensen-Shannon Distance (JSD) be-
tween𝑚𝑑 and𝑇𝑑 . The metrics have been discussed in further detail
in Sakai et al. [16]. The Eqs. 6, 7 and 8 denote the RRF-based fusion
we performed across the three topic types Researcher, Movie, and
YouTube.

𝐿𝑅 = RRF (LC(𝑟,Gender), LC(𝑟,HINDEX)) (6)

𝐿𝑀 = RRF (LC(𝑟,ORIGIN), LC(𝑟, RATINGS)) (7)

𝐿𝑌 = LC(𝑟, SUBSCS) (8)

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we report the results of the five submitted runs and
compare them against the retrieval baselines.

• rmit_ir-D-RR-1: Linear combination of top 50 relevance
and fairness with _ = 0.9

• rmit_ir-D-RR-2: PM2 with _ = 0.9
• rmit_ir-D-RR-3: PM2 on top 50 with _ = 0.9
• rmit_ir-D-RR-4: Linear combination of relevance and fair-
ness with _ = 0.9

• rmit_ir-Q-RR-5: Linear combination of top 50 relevance
and fairness with _ = 0.5

We report the official effectiveness measures used in the NTCIR
FairWeb-1. Effectiveness in terms of Relevance is measured via
Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [4] and intentwise RBU (iRBU) [17]
– an adaptation for the ad-hoc retrieval scenario of the Rank-Biased
Utility (RBU) proposed by Amigó et al. [1]. Fairness is evaluated
for each topic type using GFR Score10 that comprises of JSD (for
nominal attributes), NMD and RNOD (for ordinal attributes). To
calculate statistical significance, the organizers used a randomized
Tukey HSD test with B = 5, 000𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 , 𝛼 = 0.05. In the results shown
in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5, we could not observe statistically significant
improvement for the submitted systems across multiple fairness
and relevance measures.

For the fairness scores, we discuss the results from our submitted
runs for each topic type, i.e., (R, M, and Y) separately, as done by
the organizers in the overview paper. We used two baselines for
our runs, BM25(Q) and BM25(D). We discuss how our submitted
runs compare against them.

10More details about the evaluation measures available in the overview paper [18].
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Table 2: Submitted run and relevance scores. The highlighted
values represent the highest scores achieved. The statistical
significance was calculated using a randomized Tukey HSD
test with B = 5, 000𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠, 𝛼 = 0.05. No statistically significant
differences were observed.

System Mean ERR Mean iRBU
BM25(D) 0.1113 0.3624
BM25(Q) 0.1390 0.4242
rmit_ir-D-RR-1 0.1306 0.4304
rmit_ir-D-RR-2 0.1029 0.3769
rmit_ir-D-RR-3 0.1084 0.4017
rmit_ir-D-RR-4 0.1379 0.4181
rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 0.1685 0.4787

Table 3: R Topic. The highlighted values represent the best
scores achieved. The statistical significance was calculated
using a randomized Tukey HSD test with B = 5, 000𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠, 𝛼 =

0.05. No statistically significant differences were observed.

System Mean GFJSD Mean GFNMD Mean GFRNOD

BM25(D) 0.4694 0.4400 0.4155
BM25(Q) 0.5096 0.4977 0.4605

rmit_ir-D-RR-1 0.4819 0.4751 0.4509
rmit_ir-D-RR-2 0.3572 0.3420 0.3255
rmit_ir-D-RR-3 0.4125 0.4006 0.3815
rmit_ir-D-RR-4 0.3861 0.3858 0.3613
rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 0.4927 0.4778 0.4530

Table 4: M Topic. The highlighted values represent the best
scores achieved. The statistical significance was calculated
using a randomized Tukey HSD test with B = 5, 000𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠, 𝛼 =

0.05. No statistically significant differences were observed.

System Mean GFJSD Mean GFNMD Mean GFRNOD

BM25(D) 0.3401 0.3993 0.3630
BM25(Q) 0.4135 0.4623 0.4283
rmit_ir-D-RR-1 0.3842 0.4502 0.4062
rmit_ir-D-RR-2 0.3772 0.4309 0.4035
rmit_ir-D-RR-3 0.3989 0.4529 0.4234
rmit_ir-D-RR-4 0.4211 0.4784 0.4281
rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 0.4177 0.5043 0.4480

Relevance Scores. Table 2 shows the mean relevance scores
of the submitted systems, and we see that only rmit_ir-Q-RR-5
outperforms the baseline retrieval runs that we used.

Regarding R-Topic (from Table 3), we see that rmit_ir-Q-RR-5
outperforms the baseline only for theMeanGFJSD. It is worth noting
that rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 does not outperform the baseline along Mean
GFNMD and Mean GFRNOD. However, this may have been due to
errors propagating from our membership generation step for this
particular topic-type.

Table 5: Y Topic. The highlighted values represent the highest
scores achieved. The statistical significance was calculated
using a randomized Tukey HSD test with B = 5, 000𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠, 𝛼 =

0.05. No statistically significant differences were observed.

System Mean GFNMD Mean GFRNOD

BM25(D) 0.1777 0.1731
BM25(Q) 0.2112 0.2039
rmit_ir-D-RR-1 0.3084 0.2928
rmit_ir-D-RR-2 0.3146 0.3025
rmit_ir-D-RR-3 0.3146 0.3025
rmit_ir-D-RR-4 0.3100 0.2945
rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 0.3169 0.2915

Regarding M-Topic (from Table 4), we see that all of our submit-
ted runs outperform their respective baseline runs across all the
fairness scores. rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 seems to be the best performing
across Mean GFNMD and and Mean GFRNOD and rmit_ir-D-RR-4
was the best performing along Mean GFJSD.

In the case of the Y-Topic (from Table 5), it constitutes only an
ordinal attribute, so onlyMean GFNMD andMean GFRNOD was used
for the evaluation. We see that rmit_ir-Q-RR-5 does outperform our
baseline runs along both measures. We see that rmit_ir-D-RR-2 and
rmit_ir-D-RR-3 (i.e., PM-2 diversification-based runs) were the best
among our submitted systems. Our PM-2 based diversification runs
(i.e., rmit_ir-D-RR-2 and rmit_ir-D-RR-3) do not outperform the
retrieval baselines in the R and M topics. However, this is not the
case with Y-topic. This warrants further investigation in both the
membership generation phase as well as the ranking stage.

4 CONCLUSION
This report described the different runs we submitted to the NTCIR-
17 FairWeb-1 task. We started by discussing our motivation behind
exploring diversification-based techniques and the specific pre-
processing techniques we employed for generating the membership
files. Subsequently, we compared our submitted runs against the
baselines along multiple relevance and fairness-aware measures
used in this task. Although our Linear Combination runs indicate
improvement over PM-2 based diversification, the gains are not
statistically significant. A more detailed examination of both the
membership generation stage and the ranking stage may provide
insights into the reasons behind certain anomalies. Additionally, it
is worth mentioning that our Linear Combination technique can
be customized to include any other distance measures as needed.
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